Caxa: A time-honored, traditional Eastern beauty treatment

Caxa is a beauty treatment that uses a special plate to press down and pull up the skin. This treatment is said to have been in use for over 2,000 years. The treatment was loved by the most beautiful empresses perched in their majestic palaces and by ordinary folks. With some unique refinements, it is now attracting attention as a novel beauty technique.

The slight electric current that flows through our skin is said to be essential for maintaining beauty. The microcurrent produced by CAXA UP is extremely similar to this bioelectric current. CAXA UP cares for your facial contours, bringing you more defined features with firmer skin.

“Microcurrent” mode keeps skin looking sharp while CAXA UP flows along your face.

The power of electricity is used for ion skin care and helps deliver moisturizing ingredients deeply into your skin. CAXA UP provides skin treatment while lifting up your facial skin, giving you a fully youthful, lustrous look.

“Ion Skin Care” mode helps deliver moisturizing ingredients deeply into your skin.
Featuring both superior function and beautiful design

CAXA UP features advanced electrotechnology that allows you to easily turn the device on or off with a single touch. Thin, lightweight, yet still highly functional, CAXA UP is stylishly designed with an eye for beauty.

**Ion Skin Care plate (for facial use)**
- Touch this plate to your skin to start the device in "Ion Skin Care" mode.

**Indicator**
- An LED will light up when each mode starts.

**Microcurrent plate (for facial and body use)**
- Touch this plate to your skin to start the device in "Microcurrent" mode.

**Pressure-distributing design**
- CAXA UP is designed to evenly distribute the force applied to your skin.

**Comfortable, gentle vibrations**
- CAXA UP vibrates when each mode starts.

**Rounded design**
- The rounded design is easy to hold, perfectly matching the contours of your face.

**Touch plate**
- Place your fingers here to hold the CAXA UP.

---

**Two modes can be activated by touch**

A skin detection feature allows each mode to be turned on and off by touch. *If you do not touch the plate with your bare hand, neither mode will activate.*

**"Microcurrent" mode**
- Press the area against your skin. The blue LED will light up, and the device will vibrate.

**"Ion Skin Care" mode**
- Press the area against your skin. The pink LED will light up, and the device will vibrate.

---

**CAXA UP serum**

Deep, long-lasting beauty serum for youthful, lustrous, well-defined skin

CAXA UP serum is a beauty prescription that absorbs deep into your skin, with long-lasting effects. This serum gives you a youthful, lustrous, and well-defined look that densely envelops your bare skin.

---

**Deep, long-lasting prescription**

**Vitamin C derivative**
- The multiple structure of the vitamin C derivative brings deep, long-lasting, and stable effects.
- This also prevents skin problems such as dry skin, leaving your skin in beautiful condition.

**Gynostemma Pentaphyllum extract**
- This extract allows moisture to circulate throughout your skin.

**Ceramide polymer**
- These polymers adhere to the surface of your skin, acting as a barrier. This serves to keep moisture in, preserving a highly youthful and lustrous look.

---

**Mechanism of how the Vitamin C derivative works**

1. Vitamin C derivative encapsulated
   - A nanocapsule containing the vitamin C derivative becomes multi-structured, by enclosing it in a net of collagen/hyaluronic acid.

2. Deep penetration
   - The net is broken down when it adheres to the skin. The nanocapsule that enmeshes the vitamin C derivative penetrates deeper, as it transmits electricity.

3. Slowly spreads and stays
   - The capsule is slowly freed from the exterior, releasing the vitamin C derivative. The derivative penetrates deeply and with long-lasting and stable effectiveness.
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BEAUTY CIRCULATION METHOD

Using CAXA UP serum

* Apply toner after washing your face.
1. Take the beauty serum onto your palm (about 2.4 cm).
2. Spread the serum over your entire face.
3. Take more beauty serum onto your palm and apply it to your cheeks (about 1.2 cm per cheek).

Using CAXA UP

Cheeks to facial contours

Switch to “Microcurrent” mode to help produce more defined features and firmer skin.

1. Hold your fingers against the touch plate when holding CAXA UP.
2. Slide the device down to below your ear, with your chin positioned between the curves of the device. (3 times)

*Spread the beauty serum around via the CAXA UP.

Switch to “Ion Skin Care” mode to polish your skin, for a fully youthful, lustrous look... bringing your skin to life.

1. Switch CAXA UP to face the other direction.
2. Press the device closely along the folds of your cheek at the sides of your nose, and slide it upward, toward the front of your ear. Slowly pull and slide the device upward for five seconds. (3 times)

*Be sure to moisturize the fingers that will come into contact with the touch plate. (Use a wet tissue or beauty serum.)
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Every day, any time... with CAXA UP

7:00
Use CAXA UP for your morning eye and mouth care before applying makeup. Start your day with a confident smile!

13:00
Use CAXA UP to press your temples after lunch for extra care!

15:00
Use CAXA UP to refresh yourself during break time with neck and shoulder care!

20:00
Use CAXA UP after bathing to take care of your skin. Lift Up and Slide: Be Beautiful!

22:00
Don’t forget to give extra care to your calves and upper arms before going to bed!
<Caution> CAXA UP will not activate if your skin and fingers are dry.
- Be sure to apply beauty serum to your skin.
- Be sure to moisturize the fingers that will come into contact with the touch plate.
(Use beauty serum or a wet tissue.)

Read the instruction manual carefully and use this product correctly.

Safety Precautions: The following persons should not use this product. (Doing so could cause an accident or skin/body problems.) ○Persons prone to allergies, or persons with allergies to metal ○Persons with skin disorders or atop dermatitis, or with sensitive skin ○Women who are or may be pregnant, or who are menstruating ○Persons with any hemorrhagic disease, hemophilia, or any other blood abnormality ○Persons whose skin forms blisters easily ○Persons who cannot decide their own intentions, who are paralysed, or who have a psychiatric disorder ○Persons with high blood pressure ○Persons with bone disorders ○This product produces a slight electrical current. Those with medical devices such as pacemakers must be sure to consult a physician before use.

In the interest of product improvement, these specifications are subject to change without notice. ●The color of the product may slightly differ from that in the photos.